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Supporting Mathematical Proficiency for All
Students

California Algebra Forum Statewide Network

California Mathematics Council - South
50th Annual Math Conference

November 6, 2009

“I see trouble with algebra”
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California Algebra Forum
• Collaborative effort between the California

Department of Education, the county offices’
Curriculum and Instruction Steering Committee and
the California Comprehensive Assistance Center at
WestEd

• Hosted two statewide Algebra Forum meetings with
attendees coming from all 11 statewide regions (May
2007 and October 2008)

• Variety of stakeholders:  curriculum leaders, district,
county, site administrators, teachers, higher
education representatives, business

• Maintaining an online professional community
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Algebra Forum Goals
– Share at the state, regional and local levels

knowledge of current research that supports
success in algebra

– Provide continuing support and resources for the
statewide network of technical assistance
providers

– Support the development of Mathematical
Proficiency for all students

– Broaden our statewide collaboration with relevant
stakeholders to advocate for policies that support
a clear, cohesive and consistent vision for
mathematics in California.
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Today’s Presentation will help address the
following guiding questions:

• What can we do to foster and support
algebraic proficiency for ALL students?

• How can research inform instructional
practices?

• How do YOU become an advocate for high-
quality mathematics instruction and
assessment?
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Presentation Structure

• Need
– National
– State
– Local

• Research
– International/National
– National Math Panel
– On-going trends

• Action and Dissemination
– School/District
– Statewide constituency groups
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California has aligned
state standards to
textbooks, state tests
and state sponsored
p.d. More students are
taking algebra earlier.
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Comparison of 8th Graders by State 
Enrollment in CP Math versus Student 

Achievement on NAEP 
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The Achievement Gaps Continues…
Comparison of CST Math Achievement Over Time By Demographic Groups
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Econ Disadv (55%)

Parent no college(35%)

EL (20%)

African Am. (7%)
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Students from traditionally underserved demographic
population continue to under-achieve over the past 7 years.

Data from star.cde.ca.gov
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Does Having Students Take Algebra More Times
Increase District Performance?

R2 = 0.73
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7th Grade

Pre-algebra

8th Grade

Algebra 1

9th Grade

Algebra 1A

10th Grade

Algebra 1B

11th Grade

Algebra w/

CAHSEE Prep

Unfortunately an all too typical pathway
through secondary education

It is not Algebra for ALL it is Algebra FOREVER
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How Well Does 6th Grade Math Performance 
Predict Success on the Algebra CST?

R2 = 0.85
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Findings from Data

• Understanding and being successful in mathematics up
through 6th grade is most powerful predictor of success in
algebra/college prep math.

• A large percentage of districts are not thoughtful about how
students are assigned courses and classes.

• Tracking is detrimental to students.
• Failing Algebra 1 is detrimental to students.
• Multiple years of Algebra 1(two year algebra) is detrimental

students.
• Early access and success in Algebra 1 is most beneficial to

students future in math.
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Think-Pair-Share

• What do you remember from your algebra class?

• What helped or hindered your learning of
Algebra?
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Efforts to Leverage Student Learning

• Class Size Reduction
• Whole School Reform (School Governance, Small Schools, etc. )
• Re-vamp class time (Bell Schedules, Year Around Schools,

Block Schedules, etc.)
• Innovative Curriculum
• Traditional Curriculum (Back to Basics)
• High-stakes Accountability (rewards/sanctions)
• Choice (charter schools, magnet schools, etc.)
• Centralize Leadership and Policies (State or National)

Not one of these STRUCTURAL changes, in and of itself,
has shown to have significant impact on student
achievement!
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A Factor in Our Control:
The Quality of Teaching

“The quality of instruction is the single most important
component of an effective mathematics program.  The

international comparisons show a high correlation between the
quality of mathematics instruction and student achievement.”

Beaton, et al., 1996, Mathematics Framework for California Public Schools, page 9
18

Good Instruction Makes A Difference

Good teaching can make a
significant difference in
student achievement, equal
to one effect size (a
standard deviation), which
is also equivalent to the
affect that demographic
classifications can have on
achievement.

Paraphrase Dr. Heather Hill, University of Michigan
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Our research indicates
that there is a 15%
variability difference in
student achievement
between teachers within
the same schools.

Deborah Loewenberg Ball
University of Michigan
Speaker-Algebra Forum I
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We were led to teacher
professional development as the
fundamental lever for improving
student learning by a growing
research base on the influences on
student learning, which shows that
teacher quality trumps virtually all
other influences on student
achievement.
(e.g., Darling-Hammond, 1999; Hamre and Pianta, 2005;
Hanushek, Kain, O'Brien and Rivken, 2005; Wright, Horn and
Sanders, 1997)
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What are our
kids

really being
asked to do in

math class?

Keeping up with
Cognitive
Demand

22Adding It Up: Helping Children Learn Mathematics, NRC, 2001
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Depth of Knowledge
Level 1: Recal l ing and  Recognizing:
Student is able to recal l routine facts of knowledge and can
recognize shape, symbols, attr ib utes or other quali ties.

Level 2: Using Procedures:  
Student uses or app l ies pr ocedures and techniq ues to arr ive at
solutions or answers.

Level 3: Expl aini ng and  Concludin g:  
Student reasons and deriv es conclusions. Student expl ains reasoning
and processes.  Student commu nicates procedures and find ings.

Level 4: M akin g Connections, Extending and  Justify ing:
Student mak es connections between d ifferent concepts and strands
of mathematics.  Student extends and buil ds on k nowledge to a
situation to arr ive at a conclusion.  Students use reason and logic to
prove and justi fy conclusions.

Adapted from the work of No rman L. Webb
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Teaching for Meaning through
Cognitive Demand:

The kind and level of thinking required of students
to successfully engage with and solve a task.
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Memorization Procedures
without 
connections to 
understanding, 
meaning or 
concepts

Procedures
with connections 
to understanding, 
meaning or 
concepts

Doing math

Cognitive Demand Spectrum

Tasks that
require
memorized
procedures
in routine
ways

Tasks that require
engagement with
concepts, and stimulate
students to make
connections to meaning,
representation, and other
mathematical ideas

Smith, Stein, et al. 26

Memorization
• What are the decimal and percent

 equivalents for the fractions:

€ 

1
2
and 1

4
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Procedures Without Connections

• Convert the fraction        to a decimal

and a percent.

€ 

3
5

28

Procedures With Connection

• Using a 10x10 grid, identify the decimal

and percent equivalents of       .

€ 

3
5
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Doing Mathematics
• Shade 6 small squares in a 4 x 10

rectangle.  Using the rectangle, explain
how to determine each of the following:
a) the percent of area that is shaded.
b) the decimal part of area shaded.
c) the fractional part of area shaded.
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TASKS
as they appear 
in curricular/ 
instructional 
materials

TASKS
as set up by 
the teacher

TASKS
as 
implemented 
by students

Student 
Learning

Cognitive Demand Framework
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Why Students Struggle in
Math Class?
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Understanding the Challenge

• ‘Low achievers’ are not slow learners
they are learning a different
mathematics

• The mathematics they are learning is ‘a
more difficult form of mathematics’

Gray & Tall
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Compression
“low achievers” “high achievers”

Dr. Jo Boaler
34

Supporting Struggling
Students
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Relational Thinking

8 + 4 =        + 3
“I’m farther along on that continuum towards
student-centered instruction.  Why do we
engage in instruction?  Because we enjoy
presenting? No, because we want students to
learn.  Therefore we need to be focused on
students”

Paraphrase:

Thomas P. Carpenter

University of Wisconsin-Madison

Speaker-Algebra Forum II

Un
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Problem: Number line

Where are a+b, b-a and a-b?

What can you say about where
a/b is?

Malcolm Swan 
 Balanced Assessment, 
Shell Centre Nottingham, England 38

Catching Up≠Slowing Down
• Students with history of going slower are not going to

catch up without spending more time and getting
more attention.

• Who teaches whom?
• Change the metaphor: not a “gap” but a knowledge

debt and need for know-how. The knowledge and
know-how needed are concrete, the stepping stones
to algebra.

Phil Daro
America’s Choice
Speaker: Algebra Forum II
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Scenario Student Need Intervention
Keeps up Regular Instruction None
Struggles some
assignments

Extra feedback on
work, thinking

Classroom Q&A, partner,
teacher’s ear

Not bringing
enough from
earlier lessons
each day

Extra support with
regular program

Homework clinic, tutoring,
attention beyond regular
class

Misconceptions
disrupt
participation

In depth
concentration on
troublesome
concepts

Sustained instruction
with special materials
beyond regular class

More than a year
behind,
misconceptions
from many years

Intensive ramp-up
course

Designed double period
ramp-up course,
Extended day,
Summer schools

Intensification

Phil Daro 40

Promising Intervention Practices
• Extra Time (Double periods/block, full year

course)
• Best teachers working with struggling students
• Teach for conceptual understanding
• Teachers attend to students’ self-image,

productive disposition and status
• Pre-teach instead of remediate
• Arithmetic through the lens of algebra

David Foster

Noyce Foundation

Speaker-Algebra Forum II
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Strategies to Improving Teaching
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Using Student Thinking to
Inform Instruction

Focusing on students’
thinking is the key to teaching
for understanding.

Teachers need to use student
work, thinking, understanding
and misconceptions to tailor
instruction and improve student
learning
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Maintaining Cognitive Demand
in Mathematics Lessons

The results of the TIMSS
Video Study showed that
although U.S. teachers
used many tasks that could
have required a high
cognitive demand from
students, the actual
implementation always
lowered the cognitive
demand of the tasks.
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Addressing Access and Status
for Students

“All students can learn
mathematics” has to be
more than a nice slogan.
Teachers must employ
strategies to provide
access and equity for all
students.  This includes
paying attention to the role
of status in the classroom
and creating a community
of learners.
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Engaging Teachers in Productive
Professional Development

Engage teachers in
experiences that build
teachers’ content knowledge,
confidence and instructional
strategies while developing a
mutual relationship of trust and
collaboration. 46

Enhancing Teacher Knowledge
It is widely accepted
that  we must support
teachers in gaining
mathematical content
knowledge,
pedagogical content
knowledge, and
developing an ongoing
cycle of reflective
learning.
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Supporting Collegial  Professional
Learning Communities

Teachers must work
together and learn from
one another in a
professional learning
community.  This requires
a structured program of
reflection and attention to
students’ thinking and
their work.
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Where Do We Go From Here?

Based on what you have heard today:
 What concerns do you have about the work to teach

Algebra in California?
 What can you do in your current position to improve

student success with algebra?
 How can you advocate for high quality mathematics

instruction and assessment?
 What 3 things will you commit to that will help ensure

student success in mathematics?
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For more information…
• Susie W. Hakansson, Executive Director

California Mathematics Project
shakans@ucla.edu

• Kathy Woods, State President CMC
Director, Curriculum & Instruction
Madera County Office of Education
kwoods@maderacoe.k12.ca.us

• Presentation Download:  http://www.cmpso.org


